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ARSTRACT 

The meawrement of the gamma angle of the CKh4 triangle defined by the unitarity 
relationship Vud V’“b + Vcd V cb + Vtd V*(b = 0 is difficult since most B decay modes 
only give direct acce.ss 10 this angle in the limil of the Wolfenstein approximation. In 
additicweven assuming this approximation is valid. determination of the gamma angle 
from many of the B decay modes requires measurements of the rapid oscillations of Bos 
decay distribution. Since the superior time resolulion possible in fixed target experiments 
permits better measwements of mixing and lime dependent CP violation effects in Bs 
decays than with other options, the SFT fixed target option is parricularly suited for 
determination of the gamma angle. 

1. INTRGDUCTION 

The fixed target experimenlal configuration ‘.2.3.4 has many technical advantages in 
the measurement of CP violating asymmetries compared to e+e‘ or hadron collider 
experiments (see as examples. Ref. 5 and 6) and is more economical 10 implement. The 
long decay lengths of the Lorentz boosted B’s combined with superior vertex resolution 
(or/L for B decays = 380) make possible very good resolution measurements of the time 
dependent CP asynlmenies in both Bad and Bos decay dislriburions, minimizing “dilution” 
effects due to mixing and minimum decay length criteria. The superior ratio of resolution 
to decay length of fixed target experiments also significandy decrease the dilution effects 
due 10 mistagging by allowing association of the tagging panicle with a given secondary or 
tertiary vertex. The overall effect is to make possible precise measurements of Ihe gamma 
angle of the unhariry triangle in cases where the rapid oscillations of the B’& must be 
measured. 
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Furthemlore. baxuse the meuswemenl of Ihe gamma angle in CP eigensmte and 
“almost” CP eigenst;ue modes involves Bo s mixing, we do not measure gamma directly 
excepl in Ihe Wolfeenslehl approximation14. For example, in the case of Bad-x% where 
the inlerference that allows obserwion of CP violation co_mes from Bad mixing. rhe angle 
determined from filling the time distributions for Bad and Rod decay inlo n+n- is 

which is juu !hc ;mgle a of the pwdculx unitwily triangle indicated by unitdrily relation 
Vud V*“b + “,d V*& + V,d v*!b = 0. 011 rhe conlrary. for 9”s.>pK(&. we llleaS”re a” 
angle “y which is Ihe following combination of CKM matrix elements’ 

Therefore, we use “7” to indicales thal, in mosl cases. rhe measuremenf proposed does ~not 
determine ydirecdy. IO the limit of Ihe Wolfenslein approximation. only Vub and Vlb have 
phases so “y”=y. However. wirh the precision of Ihe measuremem possible with the SFT. 
Ihe effect of Ihe Wolfenstein approximation should be visible and the 0(X*) significant. In 
some cases combinations of two different measurements provides enough infomxninn 10 
extract gamma cleanly independent of the Wolfenstein approximation. For example. a 
measuremem of B’&>J/‘I’/Q measures the small angle (call it v) in the uiangle appropriare 
10 unitary reladon Vus V*“b + Vcs V*cb + Vrs V*tb = 0. This urns out to be jusr the 
correction term needed IO extrxt gamma (10 order ha) from the measuremenf of Bo,. 
>D”K- which meawres an angle. “y = y+ y+ 0(X4). 

Following the dwelopmenr of Aleksan et al.” for particular class I or II type l3 
decays where only one amplitude dominates the decay, Ihe error in sin (2q) is given by 

I I 6@in2@) 5 $.L.LL- 1 

‘0, do d, da, dti,oz -d, * G 

where Nrecon is the sum of the reconsrmcfed and ragged 90 and Bo decays in Ihe selected 
mode for which a measuremem of CP asymmetries is being analyzed. The various 
“dilufion” factors in the error are 

d,., = dilution of B,,, mixing = [p+ + pA] + q + 43~ 
[I+%] [1+*:,] 

where p p p p, are [he hadronizalion fractions for B:, B:, By. A, f. d’ I, 
d,, = diluion due LO CPdecay statistics 

-e-l ,.,. [,+2~~..si~2~;~~~,:““2~~,,~~“,] redo ,Er 

d, = dilution due 10 deviation of final state from a CP eigenslate 

2P 
=I+p’ ,3CP*&,m + I 

d,,& = dilution due LO background = 
s 

d 
- 
S+B 

d ‘y,~, = dilution due LO mistagging = (l- 219) 

d,,* = dilution due to time resoluion = e -.A~,1 ( 

Table 1 below gives an evaluadon of the dilution factors appropriate to rhe SFI’ 
dewto for Class I and II decays of neulral B’s, 

Table I 
Dilution Factors 

The number of reconstructed and tagged events, Nrecon is given by 

N rr<oa = NB * f a * B&P * BRr., * Am, * e where E = qp . qag . eeg 

NB - Number of B’s produced per year of operation in the SF7 
BRCP I Composile Branching ratio for the CP decay 
BRmg f Composite Branching ratio for Ihe lag decay 
fB I Hadronizadon ratio for specific CP and tagging B configuradon 
Accp I Composite accep!ance for the BCp. Btag and trigger particles. 
ECP I Composire detector and reconst~uclion efficiencies for CP B decay 
%g q Composite detector and reconshuction efficiency for tagging B decay 
cpig 3 Composite derecror efficiency for trigger 



3. YIELDS OF B DECAYS SUITABLE FOR MEASUREMENT OF y 

As described in Ref. 4, wing the Snowmass stwdnrd cross secdon of 2pb wifh en 
Aldeperldence nnd Ihndroniratios fncrions ptipd/p$p,\ =0.3X/0.38 IO.14 IO.10 for pp.> 
BB production in 20 TeV fixed target experiment together with 32 mb and an atonlic 
number dependence of Ao.72 for the pN total cross seaion. we expect one BE pair for 
every 6300 psi inferacdons in the SFT. With the 2.5r10~crystnl exrrncred proton beam 
producing 10’ interactions in the SFT live target (0.04X0). =1014 interaction will be 
produced per year of operation yielding the numbers of various B species given in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Production per Year (107 set) of B 

B Pair Cross Section for pN 
B Pair Prcduc~ion Cross Section for OS 

Number of B Pairs 
Number of B+” 
Number of Bud 
Number of Bo, 
Number of B’k 
Number of Ah 

rs in SFf 
2Pb 
56 pb 

1.6~10’4 
1.3x10’” 
1.3xlO’O 
4.5x109 
3.2~10’ 
3.2~10” 

The yields of B decay * B tagging topologies suitable for “y” meilsuremems we given in 
Table 3. 

Table 3 
Production per Year of B Decays in the SFT / propriate for “r Measurements 

The branching ratios of Table 3 arc composite branching ratios for the required B 
decay contiguradon. They include branching ratios for all secondary decays such as KO,- 
xx. IrY-+ll. @>K+K- and a composite of D branching ratios for modes which 
produce experimenlally detectable final stale as described in Ref. 4. The composite 
branching ratio also contains the branching ratios for the tagging and trigger decays of the 
“other” 9. 

The three level uiggering strategy described in References 4 and I5 adopted for the 
SFT detector is based on detection of high pt leptons and hadrons. Level I, II, and 111 of 
the trigger necessarily resuh in loss of B signal in Ihe various ‘y’ decay modes. Preliminary 
results for acceplsnces and trigger efficiencies and the trigger level retention factors for 
modes appropriate 10 measurements of “y are given in Table 4 for both CP and tag B’s 

Table 4 
.%mnl Retendou for “y’ Decay Modes and “Other” Tagging B Decays 

Accp. 
B Decay 

Effhg 
charged 

Efftrig overall Trigger/ 
Level I Level II FWZi0n Threshold 

TOPOIOEV mcks A’Trig GCVIC 
B’J,->pKo, . B->I+ 0.28 0.45.0.96 
13’&>D+,D-S. B->I* 0.40 0.45-0.96 
Bos->D+,K- . B->I+ 0.50 0.45.0.96 
B+.>DOK+ . R-4 “in 0.45-0.96 

“~uI.n~w n RI Bad->I,Y’p .B->I+.K* 0.56,.51 __, 
BOd->J/‘P@ .B->l*,K* 

_.I_ 
O.hO,.Sl 0.91.0.97 1 0.81 c 

Using these trigger retention faaors and collecting all other efficiencies and 
acceptances, we obtain the yields of reconsmxxed events in each channel shown in Table 5. 
Delails of how these estim:tles were nrrived at are given in Ref. 4. 

Table 5 

Bad->D”dKo’ * B->l*(ais/tag) 3.2~10~ 0.45 0.37 0.85 0.38 
Bed->D°Ko’ * B->l%ris/tag) 

17600 I7600 
3.2~10~ 0.45 0.37 0.85 0.38 

B%>DOIKO’* B->l+(tric/lnc) 
1760 1760 

0.6~103 0.45 0.37 0.85 0.42 370 370 
B+->DOdK+ . 3.8~10~ 0.50 0.37 0.85 0.42 
B+->DoK+ . 

B->l+Wig) 
B->l%ig) 

25800 25800 
5.1~10~ 0.50 0.37 0.85 0.42 350 3sn 

B+->Do,K+ . B->l+(t&) 1.4~103 0.50 0.37 0.85 0.47 II0 110 
Bad->‘+‘po . 5.4~10~ 0.56 0.70 0.85 0.60 B’+->YpO B->l%g) 1.100 4600 . B->K%ag) 2.3~104 0.51 0.70 0.77 0.60 3900 

B’+‘I’Q . B->l%~g) 1.2~105 0.60 0.70 0.85 0.54 B”,->‘+‘@ B->Kb) 24ooO 4.7~10~ 94700 - 0.55 0.70 0.77 0.54 SOOBO 
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The acceptance factors in TabIts 4 and 5 are Ihe composite acceptances for all lbe 
charged decay products of the BCp and B,+,tag, For some triggers. both leplon and knon 
tagging are used In these cases the first number in the ;!ccepwmcc column is for lepton 
lagging and the second number for kaon ,agging. 

4. ESTIMATED ERRORS IN ‘y’ PER YEAR OF SFT OPERATION 

To demonswate the sensitivity of the fixed targel method and specifically the SF? 
for measuring the angles of the unirarity triangle, we have estimated the enor in “y” as 
given in Section 2 for CP eigcnstate modes (Class I B decays) per year of SFT operadon 
for several B-> CP eigenslate modes. Only Class I decays have been used 8, this point 
since these decays have fewer uncertainties in the theoretical wciltmerlt than Class II decays 
and the error does nor depend on the actual magnitude of the angle as it does for Class 111 
and IV. The rcsul~s am given in Table 6 below. 

Table 6 

‘Weighted by the proponion of the p, e and K tags 

5. SUMMARY 

In conc!usion. the SFf live twger/exuacred beam conligoration allows measurement 
of the yangle of the unitarity triangle IO one lo two degrees even if Class I decays are 
considered. When all possible methods are considered. errors of less than a degree should 
be possible. 
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